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play-casino-games-now.com – Trusted Online Casino Online Rankings & Reviews




play-casino-games-now.com is a trusted guide to help ensure safe online gambling and betting. Our website features regularly updated rankings of the best online gambling sites in a number of categories, making it easy for you to find a quality option for your betting and gaming interests. Our rankings are based on thorough testing and extensive research, where we assess a wide range of important factors.

In addition to compiling our rankings, we’ve also written detailed and unbiased reviews of everything these sites have to offer. We provide an abundance of gambling-related advice and information, written by experienced and knowledgeable experts. We cover sports betting, casino gaming, poker, bingo, daily fantasy sports and more. Our goal is quite simply to make sure that you have the best online gambling experience possible, whether you’re a complete beginner or a seasoned gambler.



Our List of the Most Legit Online Casino Onlines for 2023
	

			Rank	Casino Online	Deposit Bonus	Products	Get Started
	#0	
						

						
							
						

						100% Up To €1000	
							Casino
	Sports


						
						Visit Site
					
	#1	
						

						
							PokerBet
						

						100% Up To €1000	
							Casino
	Sports
	Poker


						
						Visit Site
					
	#2	
						

						
							Jackpot City Casino
						

						100% Up To €1,600	
							Casino


						
						Visit Site
					
	#3	
						
						

						
							Mostbet
						

						100% Up To €1,000	
							Casino


						
						Visit Site
					
	#4	
						
						

						
							24betting
						

						120% Up To €1,200	
							Casino


						
						Visit Site
					
	#5	
						

						
							
						

						100% Up To €1,500	
							Casino


						
						Visit Site
					




		
Since the early days of real money gambling online, the industry has evolved at a fast pace – but it is still relatively young and the online gambling landscape is constantly shifting. Legislation around the world changes all the time, technology advances, new sites open, and some sites make improvements while others get left behind.

All of this makes it hard for the average gambler to stay up to date with which sites are best and which should be avoided. A leading gambling site one year could easily be overtaken by several others and no longer be one of the best options the following year. This is exactly why we make sure that our rankings and recommendations are ACCURATE and UP TO DATE.

We don’t just tell you which sites are the best and safest to use either. We also explain WHY we recommend them, and our detailed reviews tell you everything you need to know about each and every one.






Is Online Gambling Safe?




We’d like to address this question before we go any further, as it’s the one we’re asked more than any other. Many people understandably have concerns about depositing their money online and want some reassurance that it’s safe to do so.

The simple fact is that online gambling IS safe, providing you use the right sites. That’s why we take such great care when compiling our rankings. We only want to recommend websites that we KNOW are safe, trustworthy and reliable. They have to meet these criteria in order to receive our seal of approval and be listed on our website.




 





 


The bottom line is that we WILL help you to find an online casino that’s right for you, and we WILL help you to maximize your online gambling experience. Please read on to find out all about this website and the information it contains.






New To Online Gambling?

Check out our Beginner’s Guide







Our team is made up entirely of passionate and experienced gamblers and between us we have a diverse and detailed knowledge of pretty much every conceivable aspect of gambling. We have been developing and building this resource since the early 2000s, and work hard to ensure that we supply you with accurate and up to date information on a wide range of topics.






Who Are We?

Found out more About Us







We are committed to helping you find the most suitable options for your own personal gaming needs. To do this we have ranked the very best places to gamble online in a variety of categories, making sure that we only recommend those that are proven to be safe and secure. We offer much more too, including the following.





	In Depth Site Reviews
	Guides to All Forms of Gambling
	Strategies, Advice & Tips
	Betting Previews of Sporting Events
	Online Casino Online Rankings
	Details of Special Offers & Promotions







We’ve tried to make play-casino-games-now.com as easy as possible to navigate, so it’s split into a number of different sections. We’ve detailed all of these throughout this page.



Best Casino Onlines by Category


To get the best possible online gambling experience it’s important that you choose a site that’s completely trustworthy and offers everything you’re looking for. By carrying out extensive research into a large number of options and thoroughly testing them we are able to help you do precisely that. Here are some of the most popular categories we rank the best sites in.







United States

United Kingdom



Europe

Canada





Online Casinos

Poker Sites

Sports Betting Sites

Football Betting Sites

Horse Racing Betting Sites

Esports Betting Sites







With a quick search on the internet you can find plenty of websites that provide reviews and rankings of online gambling sites and casinos. Many of these are very useful, but unfortunately, many of them are out of date or contain incorrect information. Even those that are accurate are not always particularly helpful, as simply providing a list of recommendations is not really enough to enable you to make an informed decision about where to join.

We do things a little differently. While we do make recommendations in a range of gambling types such as the best online casinos and sports betting sites, we also rank the leading sites in a number of more specific categories. This is much more helpful when you’re trying to make the right choice. We even explain exactly how we go about assessing and ranking each.

Basically we try to make it as easy as possible to pick a site based on the factors that are the most important to you, as we recognize that everyone has their own considerations when choosing where to join. The best sports betting sites for live betting, the best mobile casinos and the best Mac compatible poker rooms are just a few examples of what we cover.

Whatever it is you’re looking for, we’re confident we can help you find it. You can also be sure that each and every one of our recommendations is reputable and safe to use. Please visit the following section to find your ideal gambling site.






Top Casino Onlines By Category




Research Your Options – Detailed Casino Online Reviews


Before you do decide which online gambling site to join you’ll almost certainly want to know as much as possible about all your options. You can find out more about all of our recommendations by reading our comprehensive reviews. These contain plenty of detail about exactly what these sites are all about and any possible concerns to be aware of.

It’s well worth taking the time to read a few reviews before making a decision about where to sign up. We cover useful information such as what bonuses are available, how easy a site is to use, the quality of the software, the variety of the games available and the range of betting markets.




Read Review



Read Review



Read Review



Read Review









Casino Online Reviews




Improve Your Chances of Winning – Expert Gambling Guides


We provide a number of gambling guides, written by knowledgeable experts, which contain a variety of strategies, advice and tips. They are useful resources for beginners, experienced gamblers and everyone in between. These guides will help you get the most out of your gambling endeavors and should improve your chances of winning money.

We cover topics such as the bonuses and rewards available online and tell you how you can use these to your advantage. You’ll find information on all the different types of wagers you can place on sports and horse races, and plenty of advice on betting strategy. Details on all the popular casino, poker and bingo games are included too, including subjects such as how these games originated and their different variations. We provide tips on how to play the games, with rules and strategy advice.

Here are the links to our gambling guides. Please take some time to read through any that are relevant to the activities you enjoy.





Sports Betting Guide


Casino Guide


Esports Betting Guide


Poker Guide


Horse Racing Guide


Daily Fantasy Sports Guide


Real Money Gambling


Guide to Slots


Skill Games









Additional Gambling Information Worth Reading


Our general gambling section contains a ton of additional information. We cover a range of important subjects such as gambling laws and legislation, addiction help and prevention, and even some fun topics such as the best gambling books and movies.

We’ve also compiled a history of online gambling which includes detailed accounts of many of the well-known operators and brands in the industry. You can find out more about the people behind these brands too, as we’ve written biographies of some of the most influential people in the gambling industry. There are even topics on famous gamblers, careers in the gambling industry and much more.

Here’s a selection of the most popular topics in this section.





	Online Gambling & The Law
	History of Online Gambling
	Biographies from the Gambling Industry
	Famous Gamblers
	Gambling Movies
	Gambling Books
	Gambling Quotes
	Mathematics in Gambling
	Careers in the Gambling Industry
	Systems & Strategies in Detail









All General Gambling Information




FAQ – Your Online Gaming Questions Answered


We’ve already answered the question we are asked the most by people wanting to know more about gambling online. Here’s a small selection of some other questions that are frequently asked.




Please note that you’ll find detailed answers to all of these questions (and more) throughout this site in the informative articles that we’ve written. For now, though, here are some quick answers.









Why trust play-casino-games-now.com?


This website has been around for many years, and the owners and contributors are committed to ensuring that it’s a useful and accurate resource. We’re all experienced gamblers in one form or another, with a shared passion for the subject. We enjoy sharing the benefit of our experience and knowledge with others, and we take great pride in helping our readers get the most out of their betting and gaming experiences.

Although this is a comprehensive resource covering many topics, the rankings and recommendations we provide are the cornerstone of what we do. You can be absolutely certain that they genuinely reflect the best places to gamble online at any given time.






Is online gambling legal?


There isn’t really a straightforward answer to this question. There’s no global legislation that governs online gambling, so it depends on your local laws. And these vary significantly from one region to another. They can also be confusing and are often open to interpretation.

However, it’s very rare for a government to make it explicitly illegal for an individual to gamble online. Most of the laws are aimed at the companies that operate the actual online casinos. We’ve never heard of an individual being arrested just for betting or gaming online.

You might want to check out your local gambling laws if you’re concerned. But, realistically, it’s very unlikely that you’ll be breaking any laws simply by placing a wager online.






Is online gambling fair and regulated?


Short answer is yes, however, there is a caveat. Not all gambling sites are regulated, so you should avoid those as you can’t be certain of a safe and fair experience.

There are plenty of sites that are regulated though. Stick with them, and you have nothing to worry about. They have to adhere to very strict rules regarding how they operate. They’re subject to regular audits and software testing too. So they have to be safe and fair, or they’ll get shut down.

Remember, at play-casino-games-now.com we ONLY recommend sites that we know are safe, fair and fully regulated.






I’ve never gambled online before, where should I start?


No one form of gambling is definitively better than the others, as it ultimately comes down to personal preferences. The best advice we can offer to complete beginners is to simply experiment with all the different forms and see what you enjoy the most. Whether that’s playing casino games, betting on sports, poker or some other form. Just remember to keep your stakes small, as there’s a good chance that you’ll lose money when starting out.






Should I use Bitcoin to deposit online?


There is no definitive answer for this because it will be different for each individual. Bitcoin is fully open-sourced and decentralized, which is what has made it very popular recently. For those that don’t know very much about Bitcoin, you can take a look at our page that discusses Bitcoin gambling in-depth. For others that do know what it is, you already know that it can be an excellent way to fund your account and a lot of US sites have started to move over to using Bitcoin as their preferred banking method.






I’ve cashed out some winnings, how long until I’m paid?


This will vary from one site to the next and can depend on factors such as where you live and which payout method you’re using. In some circumstances, you’ll receive your winnings within a matter of hours, while in others you may have to wait 7-10 days. The best sites, such as those that we recommend, will always endeavor to get your money to you as soon as possible.






Can you really help me win money?


We can’t guarantee that we’ll turn you into a winner, as there’s no magic system that can do that. We can definitely provide you with all the information and advice you need to improve your chances of success though.

Please note that the odds are always against you with some forms of gambling, such as casino games for example, but it’s possible to make regular and consistent profits from others. Sports betting and poker are the best examples of this.






What is bankroll management?


Bankroll management is essentially about proper budgeting when gambling. This is vitally important for a number of reasons, especially the fact that it will help you to control how much you spend. You should only ever gamble with money that you can afford to lose.






Why do gambling sites ask for my ID documents?


It’s perfectly normal for online gambling sites to request identification documents. In fact, they are often obliged to under the terms of their betting or gaming license. It’s simply to ensure that you are who you say you are, and that there’s no fraudulent activity taking place.





More Unique Information on Our Blog


Our blog complements our main website perfectly. It features articles on a diverse range of supplementary topics that we want our readers to know about. We add new articles often, which include our regular market updates where we keep you informed about what’s happening at gambling sites and in the gambling industry as a whole.

We also post all kinds of tips and strategies for various aspects of gambling in general. This is where our sports betting previews go as well.

Our authors do a great job of providing interesting and engaging content, so please check out our blog to see for yourself.




	
The Emotional Roller Coaster of Casino Gambling
	
8 NFL Wagers That Are a Waste of Time in 2023
	
My Top Three Tips for Getting Comps in Casinos
	
Fantasy Football Rankings for Running Backs in the 2023 NFL








A Final Point – Please Gamble Responsibly


There’s one more thing we should mention before we let you discover everything that play-casino-games-now.com has to offer. Online gambling is a great form of entertainment, but it’s really important that it stays as a form of entertainment. Although the vast majority of people enjoy betting and gaming without any problems at all, there is a small minority of people who lose control.

If you suspect that you or anyone you know is becoming addicted or having difficulties staying in control, please read our guide to responsible gambling for advice on what to do.

Finally, we would like to simply wish you good luck. Enjoy yourself, have some fun, and make sure you stick to the most reputable and safest online gambling sites.
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Select a language
English	
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